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About This Game
Remember the good old Beat 'em Ups like Little Fighter, Double Dragon or Streets of Rage? Made in 150 days by one dude,
Battle Forever is an homage to this games and to the 5d3b920ae0
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I saw Battle Forever at a cheap price a few months back, but held off on it until today. The forums are bare, and a couple of the
reviews seem rather harsh. Surely the game can't be that bad. Truth is, it isn't. However it isn't a great game either. You can tell
a lot of passion went into it, as the graphics and sound, while not exceptional, do their job well enough. Considering one guy did
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it in maybe five months, it's pretty impressive honestly. The gameplay itself is rather simple, but it is a beat 'em up so they are
supposed to be simple. You move from left to right, beating up groups of enemies that come in five types with a combo, a heavy
move, or a special move that you can constantly recharge and use over and over again. Along the way you fight several bosses,
including 'The Bleeder' who sprays slime everywhere, 'Mike' (no seriously that's his name) who makes clones of himself, and
the big bad, Professor S, the most evil of all scientists, who.randomly drops copy machines that shoot paper airplanes at you?
The story is clearly a bit tongue in cheek as you can't take it totally seriously. But that's fine, you don't come to this sort of game
for a story. With that being said, one playthrough of this game will take you less then an hour. But there are four characters and
a handful of achievements so you're gonna get about four, or maybe five hours, on a $2.00 (Canadian) purchase. That's not too
bad for a game like this. You certainly won't be battling forever, but you'll get enough enjoyment out of it for your money. An
easy to play, time killing, not-quite-forever lasting recommendation.. I was excited by the look of this game as back in the 90s I
played the likes of Vigilante , Double Dragon and many other like these. The gameplay however is simply terrible. Controls,
gameflow/sprites/scrolling and enemey AI just ruins everything. I cannot recommend this game to anyone.. I saw Battle Forever
at a cheap price a few months back, but held off on it until today. The forums are bare, and a couple of the reviews seem rather
harsh. Surely the game can't be that bad. Truth is, it isn't. However it isn't a great game either. You can tell a lot of passion went
into it, as the graphics and sound, while not exceptional, do their job well enough. Considering one guy did it in maybe five
months, it's pretty impressive honestly. The gameplay itself is rather simple, but it is a beat 'em up so they are supposed to be
simple. You move from left to right, beating up groups of enemies that come in five types with a combo, a heavy move, or a
special move that you can constantly recharge and use over and over again. Along the way you fight several bosses, including
'The Bleeder' who sprays slime everywhere, 'Mike' (no seriously that's his name) who makes clones of himself, and the big bad,
Professor S, the most evil of all scientists, who.randomly drops copy machines that shoot paper airplanes at you? The story is
clearly a bit tongue in cheek as you can't take it totally seriously. But that's fine, you don't come to this sort of game for a story.
With that being said, one playthrough of this game will take you less then an hour. But there are four characters and a handful of
achievements so you're gonna get about four, or maybe five hours, on a $2.00 (Canadian) purchase. That's not too bad for a
game like this. You certainly won't be battling forever, but you'll get enough enjoyment out of it for your money. An easy to
play, time killing, not-quite-forever lasting recommendation.. Common game. Just so so.. I was excited by the look of this game
as back in the 90s I played the likes of Vigilante , Double Dragon and many other like these. The gameplay however is simply
terrible. Controls, gameflow/sprites/scrolling and enemey AI just ruins everything. I cannot recommend this game to anyone..
Just asked for a refund. The free game this rips off, little fighter 2 (lf2.net) , is 100 times better than this piece of crap. lf2 has
more characters, more special moves and smoother controls (imagaine that huh? an old a** game like lf2 has smoother controls
than this crap).
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